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dear Ods
It gives me great pleasure to commend to you this
issue of The OD featuring the lives and achievements
of our Old Dragons.
The School continues to thrive and since the last
issue has been filled with many successes great and
small. The Dragon received a full inspection from the
Independent Schools Inspectorate (ISI) on 11th-14th
November 2014, during which time 14 ISI inspectors
visited the School. We were delighted that the ISI
inspection recognised the Dragon Spirit, and identified
that the school was excellent in all areas - stating that
the quality of pupils’ achievements and learning was
“exceptional”. The inspectors also noted that our school
helps to create happy, independent, confident and
articulate children within an affectionate and nurturing
school community. It is uplifting to see our bursary
pupils flourish, learn and grow in our unique and
inclusive environment.
OD-wise there have been several very well attended
reunions, including our biennial JOD Day for our 12-18
year old ODs. It was wonderful to see all 200 JODs and
their parents return to the Dragon for this happy event
in March and encouraging to see that so many ODs
remain in contact with us.
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Very sadly the year has not passed without major incident.
In July 2014 we received the tragic news that Felix Byam
Shaw (OD 2013) died whilst on holiday in France from
meningococcal septicaemia. Felix, aged 14, had been a pupil at
the Dragon for nine years, before earning a place at Eton and
passing Common Entrance with flying colours. Hard-working,
bright and organised, he was popular amongst staff and pupils
alike, and his positive, outgoing and inclusive personality
made him a natural choice for leadership roles in many teams
throughout his time at the school. He is missed by us all.
There are lots of alumni activities planned over the coming
year at the School, in particular the WW1 Commemoration
Exhibition in September, more of which you will read about
later in this magazine. We are always delighted to welcome you
back to the Dragon and warmly invite you to tell us about your
news, triumphs and OD get-togethers.
With every good wish

John Baugh
Headmaster
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Oxford and Cambridge
University Boat Race

Skipper’s War

Two ODs made history by heading
up the Oxford University boating line
ups in April 2015. Anastasia Chitty (OD
2007) was elected OUWBC President
last year to make the Challenge, and
rowed in the 2 seat on the day. The
Oxford Boat had a superb race and
won the day by a considerable margin.
Will Geffen (OD 2008), the youngest
at 19, lined up in the bow seat
amongst a host of postgraduates.
The Oxford Boat played a very tactical
race, stealing a significant lead on
Cambridge which turned the race
into a clear win for his boat.

Grand National 2015
Sam Waley-Cohen (OD 1995) rode as
the jockey for Oscar Time in the Grand
National. Riding a 20/1 outsider, Sam
finished in a highly respectable 15th
place to cap his 6th Grand National
appearance to go with his Cheltenham
Gold Cup victory in 2011.

Dragon Polo
Three Dragon teams won the national
title and second position in the Novice
division in the SUPA National Junior
Schools Championships in May 2015.

Skoll World Forum 2015
Two Dragon pupils, plus a current
and a former pupil of the Blackbird
Academy Trust, were guests at the
Skoll World Forum in April, the largest
gathering of Social entrepreneurs in
Europe. The pupils met with Archbishop
Desmond Tutu and his daughter, as well
as Jeff Skoll, co-founder of eBay and
the Skoll Foundation.

IAPS Swim Finals Success
In May 2015, 31 Dragons competed
at the IAPS National Finals in Crawley,
with Dragon finishing the day as the
3rd best ranked Co-Ed Prep School
in the country for the second year in
a row.

Blue Plaque Unveiling
In March 2015, the Dragon hosted
the unveiling of a new blue plaque,
sponsored by the Society of Biology,
to the famous Biologist and Polymath
JBS Haldane (OD 1905) who
contributed so much to the field of
Genetics in the 1900s.
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An A Block pupil is to be cast in this
year’s National Youth Musical Theatre
production of ‘Pendragon’. The
production will be staged in August at
the Theatre Royal, Bury St Edmunds.

Judo IAPS
The Dragon entered a dedicated eight
man team into the IAPS Judo in March
2015. Seven of our competitors won
medals, enabling the Dragon team
to secure enough points to win the
overall event.

Dragon Sale Results
The 2014 Dragon Christmas Charity
Sale raised £115,000 for children’s
charities. The number of stalls run
by the pupils has increased from a
small handful to over 60 wonderfully
creative stalls. The Sale was opened
by actor Tom Hollander (OD 1980).
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OD Achievements
An Interview with
Maia Bouchier (OD 2012)
By Patrick Foster, Teaching staff member
Cricket has seen some dramatic changes over the last few years
with the introduction of T20 cricket of particular note, but one other
area of the sport that has developed hugely over the last decade
- and which continues to do so - is the prominence, importance
and standard of the Women’s game. Four years ago the Dragon
was lucky enough to have Maia Bouchier in the School, the first
girl ever to represent the school on the 1st XI. Maia has gone on
to achieve great things in cricket during her time at Rugby School
and is currently part of the England U19 Squad; she has realistic
aspirations of going on to earn full national colours. With the Dragon
girls having just had a very successful taster of cricket in their
annual match against Primrose Hill, I managed to catch up with
Maia and asked her to reflect on the influence she feels the Dragon
had on her cricket and where her future is heading.
Maia, since leaving the Dragon
I understand that your cricket has
gone from strength to strength.
Can you tell me which teams you
have represented since leaving
the Dragon and for whom you are
currently playing?
Past teams: England Women’s Development
Programme U15 / Middlesex Women’s U15
/ Rugby School U15A / Rugby School U16A
Current teams: England Women’s
Development Programme U19 / Middlesex
Senior Team / Middlesex U19 / Rugby
School 2nd XI

How much of your success do
you attribute to the coaching and
opportunities that you had here
at the Dragon? Do you believe
your experience of playing against
boys from an early age made
a difference?
The Dragon was the first school team I
played for and it was a challenge to play
against the boys. Mr Went had a real
impact on my cricket. He made me feel
comfortable playing in a boys’ team. We
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had a great side – the Dragon 1st XI was
unbeaten in my last year – and it made a
huge difference too to play with outstanding
cricketers like Hector Hardman (now in the
Eton 1st XI) and Jonty Robinson.

You have obviously already
achieved a lot in the game, but what
are your aspirations going forward?
My aspiration is to play for England. But first
I need to be a regular in the U19 England
team and that is my target for this summer.

What is your advice to girls
out there who are interested in
cricket, but are worried about the
fact that it is traditionally a male
dominated sport?
Girls should just enjoy their sport and not
be afraid to take on the boys – we can be just
as good as them. I have such fun playing in
a team and we all get on so well. When you
play cricket you spend a lot of time with your
team and become real friends. All Dragon
girls should play cricket. It is SO much better
than rounders!

Are there any other female
cricketers that you particularly look
up to and why?
Charlotte Edwards is a great ambassador for
the game. She is a role model for me because
she played all her junior cricket with boys.
She was also the youngest woman player
for England (she was 15 – one year younger
than me). And Holly Colvin too – she came
to visit the Dragon and was the first England
cricketer I met.

Maia is in the thick of her GCSEs and I
am very grateful to her for giving up the
time to answer these questions. I was
lucky enough in my playing days to do
a lot of training with England Captain
Charlotte Edwards as she was based in
Northamptonshire. I was blown away
by her professionalism and drive as well
as her outstanding ability, all of which
qualities we can also attribute to Maia.
All of us here who were lucky enough
to coach Maia would say that her ability,
enthusiasm, determination to succeed,
and the way she was unfazed by the fact
she was playing with boys, was a pleasure
to see. She can hopefully be an inspiration
to all the girls out there who want to play
cricket and indeed who have dreams to
go all the way in any sport.

These are a few of
our favourite things...
lincolnshire Poacher Cheese
Simon Jones (OD 1978), who started to
make Lincolnshire Poacher cheese, is the
fourth generation to be running the farm
which has been in the family since 1917.
It is situated on the edge of the beautiful
Lincolnshire Wolds about ten miles from
the east coast.
The lush pastures sit on chalky land
which enables him to have a successful
dairy herd in an area where dairy farms
are very scarce and cheese making is
virtually unknown.
The farm began dairying in 1970 with
Simon’s father, Richard Jones (OD 1951),
but it wasn’t until Simon came back from
agricultural college and needed something
to get involved with that he looked into
the possibility of making cheese on a small
scale. He set up a small dairy of his own
with a 1000 litre vat and with the help of
Welsh cheese maker Dougal Campbell,
who came armed with a tonic bottle of
rennet and a sachet of starter, made his first
batch of cheese on February 17th 1992.
The recipe was based on Dougal’s own
cheese called Tyn Gryg. Dougal’s parting
comments were “Right boy, you can make
the cheese tomorrow”. So Simon started
making cheese on a regular basis from

then on. The cheese
proved very popular,
to such an extent that
in the local cheese
shop customers were
rationed to ¼ of a
pound each! This early
success led to Simon
taking on a full-time
cheese maker, Richard Tagg, and in 1995
the creation of a larger cheese dairy within
a lovely old farm building. Now all of the
farm’s milk is turned into cheese seven
days a week.
The cheese is still being made by
Richard, in this dairy today. Cheese sales
have grown dramatically since production
began. All of the milk produced on
the farm, with the exception of a small
quantity bottled and sold at Farmers
Markets, is now being turned into
Lincolnshire Poacher Cheese. To help with
this growth, Simon’s brother, Tim Jones
(OD 1983) joined the business on the sales
and marketing side in 2000.
Simon is also a Trustee of the Nicholas
Knatchbull Travel Fund, established in the
memory of Nicholas Knatchbull, an Old
Dragon (OD 1978).
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a Fine Feast

We are planning to host some family
focussed events over the coming years
and are hoping to hear from other OD
artisan food providers or craftspeople.
Please get in touch with the OD Office
at ods@dragonschool.org if you would
like to be involved.
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Carbecue
Faced with substandard motorway service station foods whilst
on his journeys between Oxfordshire and Edinburgh University,
Alfred Cary (OD 2005) was inspired a find a more appetising and
affordable way to dine. It occurred to him he could cook his own
road trip meals using a reliable source of heat in its simplest form
– the car engine.
He began to concoct recipes with food
wrapped carefully in tin foil packages and
placed them on the car engine to cook
as he drove. Upon undertaking further
research, he concluded that there was very
little information or recipes to help him
and so the idea for Carbecue was born.
“On a return journey from Edinburgh,
my siblings and I stopped at the local
butcher. We bought a handful of lamb
chops, a few potatoes and a couple of green
beans. Wrapping them up very thoroughly
in tinfoil, and carefully putting them on
the engine, we set off. I don’t think I have
ever been so excited about a meal as I was
that day. About 100 miles down the road
we stopped for lunch, and unwrapped
the piping hot package with a nervous
excitement. Inside were beautifully cooked
lamb chops, with steam billowing out.
It made for such a jolly lunch.”
Alfred’s book ‘The Complete Guide
to Cooking on a Car Engine’ is out now.
www.carbecue.co.uk

“I remember going to the
cooking club at the Dragon
although I don’t recall
learning to cook on car
engines at the club.”

Jude’s Ice Cream
Jude’s Ice Cream is the successful brain child
of the Mezger family, created by Dragon
parent Theo Mezger. Based in the rolling
South Downs, Hampshire, Theo’s two OD
sons, Alex (OD 1991) and Chow (OD 1995)
are joint Managing Directors of Jude’s.
Back in 2002, Theo sat in his empty dairy
barn and dreamt of making the world’s tastiest
ice cream.
He bought a churn and a freezer, sourced
milk and cream from the local farm and set
to work. He lovingly named his new venture
Jude’s, after his wife, and sold his first batch
to the pub across the field. What started out
as a hobby rapidly became a business, and
it was not long before the whole family had
joined in. Once Theo had taught his two sons,
Alex and Chow everything he knew about
ice cream, he handed over the reins. Over the
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past 12 years, Jude’s has supplied nearly all of
Britain’s top chefs and is served in some of the
best restaurants and most prestigious venues
and events in the land.

Demand for Jude’s from retail consumers
has grown and is now available in Waitrose,
Ocado and Whole Foods. Jude’s vision is to
be Britain’s most loved ice cream.

dragon Cider
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apple County Cider Co
Apple County Cider Co is the creation of
award winning cider producer Ben Culpin
(OD 1986).
Ben has been producing cider for six
years and during that time he has won
numerous awards including Great Taste
Double Gold Star 2012 and Bronze Single Star
2009. In the Welsh Cider and Perry Society
Championships, he won Gold 2013 and

Bronze 2014 awards for his lightly sparkling
Dabinett bottled cider.
His cider has won acclaim from the likes
of Kate Humble, Angela Hartnett, Valentine
Warner, Oz Clarke, Stephen Terry, Alex
Polizzi, Bill Bradshaw and Pete Brown and
has been mentioned in the National Press
notably The Times, The Guardian and The
Telegraph. Ben was also interviewed for
Radio 4’s The Food Programme talking
about his cider and orchards.
Following a split from his family’s cider
business in 2014, Ben decided to name his
new company Apple County Cider Co.
Ben wanted to put Monmouthshire back
on the map as one of the top apple counties
producing the finest cider. Previously orchards
had been a defining feature of Monmouthshire
and the county was responsible for the bulk of
apple production in Wales. Over the years this
has been somewhat lost and they wanted to
bring this identity back.
www.applecountycider.co.uk

Ty gwyn Cider
Ty Gwyn Cider are a craft cider company
based near Pontrilas on the Welsh border,
run by Alex Culpin (OD 1982).
In May 2015 Ty Gwyn opened a farm
cider shop selling the full range of Ty Gwyn
ciders including bottled lightly sparkling
ciders and still/draught ciders, as well as a
perry and other local produce. Alex describes
the shop as a true ‘destination cider shop’ with
an emphasis on free tasting and a relaxed
atmosphere in which to enjoy a pint of cider
whilst learning a bit about how they make it.
www.tygwyncider.co.uk

deliciously Ella: Ella Woodward (Od 2005)
In 2012 Ella launched Deliciously
Ella, a healthy eating blog as a
way to cope with a debilitating
rare illness. She changed her diet
completely and has transformed
her life. The blog has received
an overwhelming response, with
over 150,000 hits a day.
Mushroom and Chickpea Stew

Serves 6
• 8 carrots
• 3 boxes of mushrooms
(about 30 mushrooms/850g)
• 3 400g tins of chopped tomatoes
• 2 400g tins of chickpeas
• 600ml of boiling water
• 7 tablespoons of tomato puree
• a big handful of coriander, about 50g
• 2 lemons plus 3 more to serve
• 4 teaspoons of turmeric
• 4 teaspoons of cumin power
• 3 teaspoons of ground chilli
• 3 cloves of garlic

This stew is such a winner! It’s a one pot
wonder so there’s limited washing up and you
can make a big batch one night to last you
the next few weeks, just keep a few portions
in the fridge/freezer. It’s full of warming
spices, garlic, chickpeas, mushrooms, lemon
juice and carrots which simmer in a beautiful
coriander infused tomato sauce. I love
serving this with quinoa or brown rice to
make it extra satisfying but it is delicious just
on its own too as it’s bursting with flavour!

Place the crushed garlic, turmeric, cumin,
chilli, salt and pepper into a large saucepan
along with 4 tablespoons of olive oil.
Allow this to heat until it’s bubbling, then
pour in the tins of tomatoes, tomato puree
and boiling water. Then stir in the chopped
carrots and mushrooms. Bring this mix to
the boil then turn it down to a simmer.

Start by peeling the carrots, then chop them
into pieces. Cut the mushrooms into thin slices.

Let this cook for about thirty minutes, then
stir in the chickpeas (drain the tin first) and

the finely chopped coriander. Let this cook
for another twenty minutes, at which
point the mushrooms and carrots should
be soft and ready to eat. If you’re making
quinoa then cook this when you put the
chickpeas in.
Once everything is ready squeeze the two
lemons into the mix and place the stew
into bowls with the quinoa. I like serving
each bowl with half a lemon and an extra
sprinkling of coriander.
http://deliciouslyella.com/
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The Dragon is keen to keep abreast of published OD writing, books about ODs and of OD interest.
Here are publishers’ descriptions of books received by the OD Office since the last issue of The OD.

Book Shelf

The New Oxford
Book of War Poetry
Second Edition

Edited by Jon Stallworthy
(OD 1948)

Oxford Books of Prose &
Verse, 2015
There can be no area of
human experience that
has generated a wider
range of powerful feelings
than war. Jon Stallworthy’s
classic and celebrated
anthology spans centuries
of human experience of
war, from Homer’s Iliad,
through the First and
Second World Wars, the
Vietnam War, and the
wars fought since. This
new edition, published
to mark the centenary of
the outbreak of the First
World War, includes a new
introduction, additional
poems from David
Harsent and Peter Wyton
amongst others. The
new selection provides
improved coverage of the
two World Wars and the
Vietnam War, and new
coverage of the wars of the
late twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries.

From Anxiety
to Peace

Dr. Nick Argyle
(OD 1968)

Grayle Books, 2012
From Anxiety to Peace
describes the main
therapies for anxiety
disorders. It integrates
principles from the main
therapeutic approaches
of modern psychology
and psychiatry with
ideas from the Vedic
tradition, including
Ayur Vedic medicine
and Transcendental
Meditation. Panic,
Phobias and Generalised
Anxiety are treated with
a range of therapies
including Cognitive
and Behavior Therapies,
Psychotherapy and Group
Therapy, Drug treatment,
Natural Medicine
and Meditation. It is
important to understand
how therapies work,
which disorders the
therapies work for and
which people they suit.
Then you can choose
the right therapy for
you. The different ways
of gaining knowledge in
the different treatments
is described. With
increasing self knowledge,
the road from anxiety
to peace of mind leads
on to the higher goal of
enlightenment.

The Beast in the
Red Forest: An
Inspector Pekkala
Novel of Suspense

by Sam Eastland
(Paul Watkins OD 1977)

Opus, 2014
A soldier returns from the
frontline of battle to report
that Pekkala’s charred
body has been found at
the site of an ambush. But
Stalin refuses to believe
that the indomitable
Pekkala is dead.
On Stalin’s orders,
Pekkala’s assistant Kirov
travels deep into the
forests of Western Russia
following a trail of clues
to a wilderness where
partisans wage a brutal
campaign against the Nazi
invaders.
Unknown to Kirov, he
is being led into a trap.
A new enemy has
emerged from the fog of
war, more deadly than any
Kirov or Pekkala have ever
faced before. Pursuing the
legend of a half-human
creature, said to roam
the landscape of this war
within a war, each step
brings Kirov closer to
the truth about Pekkala’s
disappearance.
Meanwhile, Pekkala’s
nemesis is also closing in
for the kill.

Priscilla: The
Hidden Life of an
Englishwoman in
Wartime France

Nicholas Shakespeare
(OD 1970)

Vintage, 2014
The astonishing true
story of a young
woman’s adventures, and
misadventures, in the
dangerous world of Nazioccupied France.
For Priscilla, pre-war
Paris was an exciting
carousel of suitors,
soirées and heartbreak,
and eventually a lavish
wedding to a French
aristocrat. But the
arrival of the Nazi tanks
signalled the end of life
as a Vicomtesse, and the
beginning of a precarious
existence under German
Occupation. Over half a
century later, her nephew,
Nicholas Shakespeare,
found a box of Priscilla’s
notebooks and journals.
He began investigating
the rumours that she
had escaped a prisonerof-war camp and fought
for the Resistance - and
he finally unearthed the
truth behind suspicions
of disreputable love
affairs and far darker
secrets.

Somewhere,
Nowhere

Ben Mallalieu (OD 1960)

Hopcyn Press, 2015
Somewhere, Nowhere
is a very unusual travel
book, not least because
the writer rarely moves.
Sitting under a juniper
tree on an undiscovered
Greek island, Ben
Mallalieu ponders the
nature of life and death
and the fragility of
human achievement.
Beautifully written,
erudite, profound
and often very funny,
Somewhere, Nowhere
is a memoir of mental
landscapes with an
uncertain relationship
to objective reality; a
meditation on what is
glimpsed from the corner
of the eye. Characters of
the landscape - Greek,
and various wanderers
from around the world
- appear and disappear,
together with their
stories. Delightful
descriptions of landscape
and flora and fauna,
mingled with often
very funny intellectual
beachcombing.
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India
A Short History

Andrew Robinson
(OD 1960)

Thames and Hudson, 2014
In India: A Short History
Andrew Robinson offers an
incisive distillation of India’s
uniquely diverse history,
from the advanced cities
of the early Indus Valley to
India’s current incarnation
as the world’s largest
democracy
To pilgrims from ancient
China, India was the
birthplace of the Buddha.
To Alexander the Great, it
was a land of philosophers
and armies mounted on
elephants. To ancient Rome,
it was a source of luxuries.
At the height of the Mughal
empire in 1700, India
boasted nearly 25 per cent
of the world economy, but
then, under British rule, its
economy declined.
Colonial India
was known for its
extremes of wealth and
poverty, epitomized
by the Taj Mahal and
famines, maharajas and
untouchables, and for its
spirituality: many-armed
Hindu gods, Sufi saints
and Buddhist philosophy,
Mahatma Gandhi and
Rabindranath Tagore.
The book places as much
emphasis on individuals,
ideas and cultures as on the
rise and fall of kingdoms,
political parties and
economies. Anyone curious
about a great civilization,
and its future, will find this
an ideal introduction, at
times controversial, written
by an author who has been
intimately engaged with
the subcontinent for almost
four decades.

Out of Print:
Newspapers,
Journalism and the
Business of News in
the Digital Age
Professor George Brock
(OD 1969)

Kogan Page, 2013
News and journalism are
in the midst of upheaval.
How does news publishing
change when a newspaper
sells as few as 300,000
copies but its website
attracts 31 million visitors?
These shifts are forcing
assumptions and practices
to be rethought from first
principles. The internet
is not simply allowing
faster, wider distribution of
material: digital technology
is demanding transformative
change. Journalism needs
to be rethought on a global
scale and remade to meet the
demands of new conditions.
Out of Print examines the
past, present and future for
a fragile industry battling
a ‘perfect storm’ of falling
circulations, reduced
advertising revenue, rising
print costs and the impact of
‘citizen journalists’ and free
news aggregators. Author
George Brock argues that
journalism can flourish in a
new communications age, and
explains how current theory
and practice have to change
to fully exploit developing
opportunities. Providing
a unique examination of
every key issue, from the
phone-hacking scandal
and Leveson Inquiry to the
impact of social media on
news and expectations, Out
of Print presents an incisive,
authoritative analysis of
the role and influence of
journalism in the digital age.

What You Want

Constantine Phipps
(OD 1967)

Quercus, 2014
Patrick is still in love with his
estranged wife. Returning
with their son after a trip to
an amusement park, he begs,
one last time, to reconcile
with her. When she refuses,
he is driven to thoughtless
desperation: a bottle of
sleeping pills, a bottle of
whisky. And in his dying
dream, he revisits that theme
park of childish desire.
There he finds the
landscape - still garish and
indulgent - has evolved.
The attractions are religion,
money and sex. The
characters - costumed and
acted - are transformed
into Jefferson, Xunzi,
Aristotle. And their purpose
is to instruct Patrick in
the pursuit of happiness
throughout human history.
But Patrick can only
answer with his own story.
He remembers falling in
love with Louise. Recalls
the enlightenment of their
youth and the banality of
their family life. He tells of
their marriage, how it came
under strain after the birth of
his son; how he cheated; the
unravelling of all his joy. Yet
still his love persists.
Beginning with
the first line of Dante’s
Divine Comedy and
taking Disneyworld, the
Declaration of Independence
and the canon of philosophy
in its stride, What You
Want is a literary feat: a
novel written entirely in
verse, depicting life in all its
ordinariness. It gives voice
to a new Everyman and
brings forth an unparalleled
modern epic.

My History: A Memoir
of Growing Up

Lady Antonia Fraser (OD 1944)
W&N, 2015

Antonia Fraser’s memoir describes growing
up in the 1930s and 1940s but its real concern
is with her growing love of History. The
fascination began as a child - and developed
into an enduring passion; as she writes, ‘for
me, the study of History has always been an
essential part of the enjoyment of life’.
Born Antonia Pakenham, the eldest of the
eight children of the future Lord and Lady
Longford, her childhood was spent in Oxford,
where her father was a don at Christ Church.
Evacuation at the beginning of the war to a
romantic Elizabethan manor house nearby
was an inspiration for historical imaginings.
There were adventures in Anglo-Ireland at
Dunsany Castle and Pakenham Hall, each
offering her treasured links to the past which
became private obsessions.
North Oxford wartime life included four
years as one of the few girls then admitted to
the Dragon School for boys, followed by time
at a convent school after her family’s
conversion to Catholicism. Her father joined
the Labour Government in 1945 as a Minister,
which provided an odd background for
exploits such as working in a Bond Street hat
shop and a season as a self- made debutante.
A job in publishing, by a fortunate coincidence,
followed Oxford University and the book
ends with the dramatic leap forward with the
publishing of Mary Queen of Scots which
became a worldwide bestseller to general
amazement (including the author’s).
This magical memoir, told with inimitable
humour and style, will take many readers
back to their own discovery of History. It is an
unforgettable account of one person’s journey
towards becoming a writer - and a historian.

Please let us know if you have had a book
published or know of any other recent OD
publications.
If you would like your book to be included
in the next issue of The OD, please send a
signed copy to the OD Office. The book will
be added to the OD Library bookshelves in
the Quiet Room in School House.
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Exhibiting since 1960, William Pye (OD 1951) is
known for his impressive water sculptures which are
appreciated across generations. He has many international
commissions and his creations are prevalent around
London, more than any other British sculptor.
William has recently produced a visual feast of a
book, William Pye: His Work and His Words (excerpts of
which follow), which includes writings on his inspiration,
background and the philosophy behind his art.

William Pye:
His Work and
His Words
The home I grew up in, and which now I
own, is close to some ponds which feed
a stream that passes through our garden
on its way to the river Wey. From as
early as I can remember, I played in and
around the stream. I learned to swim
in the Tarn, the largest of the Cutmill

ponds and built my first waterfall across
the stream when I was 17 years old. I
captured on camera the local ponds and
pools, reflections in still water and on its
rippled surfaces; I dammed streams to
make cascades and recorded the way water
reacted to my intervention.

Slipstream and Jetstream, North Terminal, Gatwick Airport, 1987
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Aureola, 2010

I am sure that most of us come to
realise with hindsight that certain events
that took place in our early years turn out
to have a profound and formative influence
upon our lives, but which at the time may
have seemed insignificant. For me one
such event was a visit to my aunts Sybil and

generations to come, and act as a marker or
talisman bearing witness to culture at any
one time in history. Auden stated that art
should speak to us across the centuries; it
is the means by which we break bread with
the dead.
Permanent public sculpture is subject to
certain additional demands if it is to survive.
I suggest it is a pre-requisite of public art
that it should have what I call ‘the slow
burn’ ingredient. Sculpture is by its nature
slow burn when compared with music
which grips the emotions. I suggest that
jokey or witty sculptures that are essentially
fashionable are likely to burn out and tire.
It is that slow burn quality of sculpture that

I find so beguiling and wonderful, ‘speaking
to us across the centuries.’
Inherent in this world is risk, which is an
anathema to the world of design and is often
in conflict with the commissioning of works
of art. My own view is that commissioning
a work of art should be an adventure with
a significant element of risk. If an artist
can accurately predict the outcome of
what he is about, he has automatically
relinquished a degree of creativity. Artists
should therefore be given the opportunity
to fail. Preconceptions should be shelved,
expectations raised and with luck what is
ultimately revealed will surprise, for if there
is no surprise there is likely to be no art.

Vannpaviljong, Stromso Square, Dramme 2011

Vesqua, private commission, 2008
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Ethel when I was 10 years old. Aunt Ethel
studied sculpture at the Royal College,
but as far as I am aware only ever did one
commission and hardly sold anything,
although she exhibited with Henry Moore,
Epstein and others during the 1930s. On
this first visit I was impressed by all I saw.
She showed me how she fired her clay
models in the stove in the sitting room.
One chance remark when we were in
her studio made a profound and lasting
impact on me, “I wish I was a man, because
if I were, I would be able to work for 12
hours a day instead of the ten which is all
I can manage’. I found this simple remark
inspiring. It told me that life is precious
and not to be squandered, that to be
creative one must want to work at it more
than anything else in the world.
From that moment I wanted to be a
sculptor. I persuaded my mother to help
me look for a lump of chalk on the Hog’s
Back and having found a piece, I got to
work almost the next day, with what we
had in the way of hammers and chisels.
I subsequently christened my first attempt
‘Hare-lipped Madonna’, as the chisel
slipped when I was carving her mouth.
A monk was carved out of a piece of
wood about a week later. Around this
time I was given my first studio, in the
form of a potting shed, which is still in
existence today.
For me sculpture is about transfusing
with life inanimate material like clay, stone
and metal. Take, for example, the life
force and exuberance that shines out from
pre-Columbian terracottas, the maker’s
sensibility and vitality undiminished by
time, yet created out of mud, for clay is no
more than that.
I realise that it is necessary to bring
science, engineering and craft into
the arena in order to consider their
relationship with art and design. My
father was an engineer and his inaugural
address as president of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers was entitled the
‘Art of the Engineer’. I confess that there is
much of this that is above my head but I
have gleaned enough to appreciate that in
large part it celebrates the aesthetic aspects
of engineering design.
In recent years I have become fascinated
and drawn towards the challenge of
integrating my work into surroundings
that are often of historic interest and
sensitivity, where there exists a given
style of architecture and landscaping. In
these situations the design responsibility
becomes that much more critical than
might otherwise be the case. I welcome
this, despite its being often somewhat
daunting. I can think of nothing more
rewarding than successfully to integrate
permanently the old with the new.
If we are to value and respect what we
have done we should be prepared to make
it last, so that it may embrace an audience
reaching beyond contemporaries out to the
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By Desmond Devitt
Before the hymn the Headmaster
Skipper Lynam would announce
the latest names of those who
had lost their lives For King and
Country and the Dragon School.
“Sometimes his gruff old
voice was full of tears when
a particular favourite had
been killed,” recalled John
Betjeman, who joined the Oxford
Preparatory School, as it was
then known, as a 10-year-old boy
in the Summer Term of 1917.
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Ronnie Poulton (OD 1903)
1915 was to bring both bitter and sweet
moments for Skipper: the death of Ronnie
Poulton (captain of the England rugby team) on
the one hand and Jack Smyth’s VC on the other.
On May 6th 1915, in a telegram received
at 6.12pm, Professor and Mrs Poulton at
Wykeham House, Banbury Road received
the news dreaded by all parents: “Regret your
son killed last night. Death instantaneous.
Colonel Serocold.”
Their grief was not restricted to the family,
for their son was the 1914 England Rugby
captain, Lieut. Ronald Poulton Palmer. In
today’s terms, it would be the equivalent of
Johnny Wilkinson being killed the year after
England’s World Cup triumph.
It was not long before further news came
– from Jack Conybeare, an Old Dragon
friend and a Captain in the Ox & Bucks Light
Infantry. “Apparently Ronnie was standing
on top of the parapet last night, directing a
working party, when he was hit. Of course,
by day, anyone who shows his head above
the parapet is courting disaster, in fact if one
is caught doing so one is threatened with
court-martial. At night, on the other hand, we
perpetually have working parties of one kind
or another out, either wiring, repairing the
parapet, or doing something which involves
coming from under cover, and one simply
takes the risk of stray bullets.”
The Dragon School had lost one of its
finest. Skipper proclaimed him “the best
all-round athlete who we have ever had at the
school.” From Rugby he went to Balliol College
and young Dragons with the editor of the

Ronnie Poulton

Draconian were there to see him in
the Varsity Match of 1909.
“This year’s Inter-Varsity
match will always be remembered
as Poulton’s match. After much
discussion and a vast amount of
‘newspaper’ criticism, Poulton was
given his Blue as a wing threequarter and proceeded to silence
his detractors by scoring five of the
nine tries in the record score which
was piled up against the unhappy
Cambridge team….
His trick of holding the ball with
both hands at the full extremity of
his reach, his swaying for the feint,
his masked pace, and his swerve
fascinated everybody, and with it all
he was rarely tackled.”
A Memorial Service, which was
attended by the Skipper with some
of the OPS staff and boys, was held
in St Giles’ Church, Oxford on May
29th. William Temple, (a mentor
and friend from his time at Rugby
School, later to be Archbishop
of Canterbury) gave the address.
Commenting on Ronnie’s ready
sympathy, his utter freedom from
selfishness and his courage to follow
what he saw to be right, he added
“There are many of us who, if asked to point
to a life without blemish, would have pointed
to Ronald Poulton.”

Jack Smyth (OD 1908)
If Ronnie’s luck had run out all too quickly,
another who would have qualified as one of
Skipper’s favourites, Jack Smyth, was blessed
with better fortune, as he was very happy to
admit. The men in his regiment thought he
led a charmed life, having had his cap blown
off by shells five times, had bullets through
his clothes, and, while lighting a cigarette, the
match was taken out of his fingers by a bullet.
Skipper received a letter from Jack,
dated May 23rd 1915. “We had the most
extraordinary luck as a regiment up till the
end of April, as, although we had had several
officers wounded, we had not one killed, but
during the last three weeks we have had six
hit and out of these five were killed, which is
real bad luck. Losing five officers makes an
awful gap in a small community like ours,
where we all mess together…
The situation there was perfectly
extraordinary, as we were holding what they
called the horse-shoe to protect Ypres and
so were shelled from all sides. It was a most
extraordinary sight at night from our trench,
as the German flares came from every side.
We have just been in a very nasty bit of trench
which was captured from the Huns, and we
and the Huns were in the same trench with a
barrier of earth in between. Most unpleasant!”
What he failed to mention was his own
heroism that led to him being awarded the
Victoria Cross, the details of which were
provided by a fellow (anonymous) officer for
the Draconian:
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The Skipper was revered by all the staff who
served under him and the boys (and later,
girls) who attended the school. He built lifelong friendships with many of the families
whose children attended the school and his
Old Boys wrote back to him from all the
theatres of war. They in turn were pleased to
receive their copies of the School magazine
even when in the trenches, containing their
letters and articles, alongside details of the
wartime life of their old school.

“On the night of May 17th, a company
of the 15th Sikhs under Captain K.
Hyde-Cates relieved a portion of the 1st
Battalion Highland Light Infantry in a
section of a trench known as the ‘Glory
Hole,’ near the Ferme du Bois, on the right
of the Indian Army Corps front. Furious
ﬁghting had been in progress here for
some time, the position at the moment
of the relief being that we had taken and
occupied a section of the German trench,
a portion of the same trench on our left
being still held by the enemy, who had
succeeded in erecting a barricade between
themselves and our men.
In the early morning Captain Cates
observed that attempts were being made
to reinforce the enemy in the trench. A
short time afterwards the attack began by
heavy bombing, to which the 15th replied
vigorously and succeeded in holding their
own until noon, when the position became
critical, as all our dry bombs had been
expended and those that had become wet
from rain were found to be useless. It was
then decided to attempt to relieve the
situation by sending up a bombing party
from the reserve trenches. Two previous
attempts had been made by the Highland
Light Infantry, but had both failed.
The position was desperate and
Lieutenant Smyth, a young officer who,
in spite of his years – only numbering
twenty-one – had already been brought
to notice for his gallantry, was ordered to
take command of the party.
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Volunteers were called for, and were
immediately forthcoming. Lieut. Smyth and
his little party of ten men started at 2pm
to cover the 250 yards which intervened
between them and our trench, taking with
them two boxes of 96 bombs. The ground to
be covered was absolutely open, devoid of
all natural cover. The only possible shelter
from the frightful ﬁre which met the party
as soon as they were over our parapet was
an old broken-down trench, which at the
best of times was hardly knee-deep, but now,
in places, was ﬁlled almost to the top with
the dead bodies of Highland Light Infantry,
Worcesters, Indians and Germans.
Dropping over our parapet, they
wriggled their way through the mud,
pulling and pushing the boxes with them,
until they reached the scanty shelter of the
old trench, where they commenced a
progress which for sheer horrors can
seldom have been surpassed.
Pagris (turbans) had been attached
to the front of the boxes. By
means of these the men in front
pulled the boxes along, over and
through the dead bodies, while
those in the rear pushed with
all their might, the whole party
lying ﬂat.
At any moment the bombs
might have exploded. The whole
ground was hissing with the
deluge of riﬂe and machine-gun
ﬁre, while the air above them was
white with the puﬀs of shrapnel.
To the anxious watchers in the
rear it seemed impossible that a
single man should win through.
After they had accomplished a
mere twenty yards of their deadly
journey, Sepoy Fetteh Singh rolled
over wounded, followed in the next

eighty yards by Sepoys Sucha Singh, Ujagar
Singh and Sunder Singh. This left only Lieut.
Smyth and six men to get the two boxes
along. Under ordinary circumstances four
men are required to handle a box of bombs.
They crawled on and on, until just
before they reached the end of the trench,
the party had dwindled to two – Lieut.
Smyth and Sepoy Lal Singh. The second box
of bombs had, therefore, to be abandoned,
and to haul even one box along in the face
of such difficulties appeared as an impossible
task. Still pulling and hauling, he and Lal
Singh emerged, wriggling painfully along
into the open, where they were met with an
increased blast of ﬁre.
Miraculously surviving this they crawled
on, only to be confronted suddenly by a
stream which was too deep to wade. Across
it lay the direct line to safety. They crawled
on, in full view of an enemy now at close
quarters, until they came to a point in the
stream which was just fordable. Across
this they struggled with their valuable
burden, and in a few yards they were
among their friends in our trench,
both untouched, although their
clothes were perforated with bullet
holes. Shortly after reaching the
trench the gallant Sepoy was killed.
For his most conspicuous bravery
Lieut. Smyth has now been awarded
the Victoria Cross, and each of
the brave men with him the Indian
Distinguished Service Medal.”
The events of this day, May 18th
1915 were remembered at the
School on May 18th 2015 with the
visit of the UK Punjab Heritage
Association who came to talk to
the children about Jack and their
association with him.

Desmond Devitt tells the story of the Skipper’s War in weekly instalments through the
Skipper’s blog at: http://skipperswar.wordpress.com
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3.00–6.00pm on
Monday 7th September 2015
at the Dragon School,
Bardwell Road, Oxford OX2 6SS
Free admittance for all
Old Dragons and their Families
Ë
Ë
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Ë
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WW1 Tank
Military Drill
Poetry Readings
Military Dress Up
Great War Trench
War Stories
WW1 Memorabilia Experts
Vintage Tearoom

Evening Lecture by
Desmond Devitt, Registrar
Skipper’s War 1914 -1915
Tickets: £10
proceeds to charity
Drinks and Lecture
6.15pm
For tickets and
further information:
www.dragonschool.org

Vicky Bowman (OD 1975) is the first Director of the new Myanmar
Centre for Responsible Business, based in Yangon.
A former British diplomat fluent in Burmese, Vicky draws on seven
years of living in Yangon, and has vast experience of Myanmar,
international relations and working on responsible business issues
within the private sector and government. The Centre will provide a
trusted, impartial forum for dialogue, seminars, and briefings to relevant
parties as well as access to international expertise and tools. Vicky
spoke to The OD about her extraordinary career and life in Myanmar.
How did your career begin?
I came from an Oxford science and medic
family and I thought I wanted to be a doctor.
Half way through my degree, studying Natural
Sciences at Cambridge, I realised I had
more fun reading the newspapers, travelling,
learning languages and talking to people than
sitting in a lab peering down a microscope. So
I joined the Foreign Office as I thought they
would pay me to do this, which they did. That
was 1988. Since then, also I’ve worked in the
European Commission, and for Rio Tinto,
before coming back here in 2013.

Why Myanmar?
Shortly after I joined the Foreign Office, they
tested my language aptitude and told me which
jobs I could bid for that had hard language
attached. I decided I didn’t want to learn
Chinese or Japanese as it seemed like you
would spend half your career there. I didn’t
want to do Russian as you could spend a year
learning it and never spend any of your career
there if you got kicked out in a visa tit for tat
on Day 2. And Greek was too close to home –
I wanted adventure. So Burmese was all that
was left on that year’s list. All I knew about
Burma was some photos of houses on stilts and
girls with white thanakha paste on their cheeks.

Is it unusual for a woman in
Myanmar to hold a Directorship
position?
In Myanmar, there are a lot of Myanmar
women heading up local NGOs, and running
their own businesses. There are also a lot of
women professors, and technocrats. What’s
lacking is MPs, Ministers and senior officials,
since so many people in those positions come
from the military. For me, being a woman has
always felt like being an advantage. I was the
first female British Ambassador here, and at
the time, the youngest ever Ambassador the
UK had sent anywhere.
A Minister once asked me if Britain had sent
a woman Ambassador so that his government
couldn’t bring itself to be horrible to me. I said
I’d served my time as a Hag at the Dragon,
when there were about ten girls in E Block and
over a hundred boys, so nothing they could do
to me would be tougher than that.

What are the particular challenges
that this role brings?
This country is currently running on
adrenalin which is exhilarating but
exhausting. What the Centre is trying to
do is raise awareness around international
standards and best practice around
responsible business – which means
respecting human rights, not paying bribes
etc. The economy here has been so badly run
and corrupted for decades. Suddenly change
is happening. There’s a desire to do things
differently but not much understanding
of how. This week’s challenge is working
with hotels to build an alliance to stop
sand-mining taking a grip on Myanmar’s
best beaches. Next week, it will be working
with labour activists to improve pay and
conditions in garment factories. The main
challenge is having enough time to pursue all
these opportunities.

Long term: Do you plan to stay
in Myanmar with your family
for the long term or will you return
to the UK?
My husband is a Myanmar artist and a public
figure. He’s currently plastering the arms and
taking the stories of other former political
prisoners like himself, for a multimedia

What advice would you give
to a young Dragon hoping have
a career in the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office?
It’s a fascinating job, but it’s very competitive.
To get in, there’s no one subject to study or
language to learn, although it doesn’t hurt to
learn Russian, Chinese, Farsi or Arabic before
you join. Take every opportunity to learn a
language that the FCO gives you. Don’t give
up on the idea because you are worried about
whether you can juggle a peripatetic lifestyle
and family life. There are many different
career paths, and you are always free to leave
and do something else.

What do you envisage for
Myanmar’s future?
We are going through a bumpy time in
2015 with the run-up to what will be a hotly
contested election. I worry that when I look
at countries in the region, I don’t see many
examples of sustained democratic transitions
which have lifted people out of poverty but
protected the environment and their distinct
cultures. I hope this country will be different.
On the positive side, ‘Repats’ are still
returning which is a good sign as they bring
skills and a refusal to accept the status quo,
having lived in countries where government
functions and is accountable. And there is
still a buzz and an optimism that positive
change is achievable.

“I was the
first female
British
Ambassador
here, and at
the time, the
youngest ever
Ambassador
the UK
had sent
anywhere”
Vicky Bowman
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installation called A Show of Hands. He’s
about five hundred down with a couple of
thousand more to go.
It’s a privilege to live and work in a
country where as an individual, what you
do can lead to a systemic difference. Like all
parents, I am constantly worrying about my
seven year old daughter’s education options.
She goes to a good private primary school,
even if it’s not the Dragon. She eats noodles
for breakfast and snacks on fried crickets. I
am supplementing her Asian experience with
box sets of Horrible Histories and Harry
Potter. Which is all a way of saying I’m torn
and I don’t know yet whether we will return –
or in my husband’s case, leave again.

dragOn dEvElOPMEnT
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Music at the Heart of the dragon
Music enriches, inspires and nurtures.
A body of research demonstrates that
music also positively impacts on spatial
ability, phonetic awareness and language
skills and demonstrably develops mental
focus, listening skills, team work and
social communication.
Along with sport, drama, art and
academic studies, the music and the Music
Department need to be placed firmly at the
heart of the school.
In the 1960s, when the original music
school was built, music teaching was
intended for a musically talented elite.

Today, an extraordinary 87% of Dragon
pupils actively participate in music by
playing an instrument or singing in a choir.
527 or 83% of Dragon pupils have one or
more instrumental lessons a week.
The Dragon has created a virtuous circle
of teaching and learning and is reputedly
one of the best non-specialist prep school
for music in the country attracting many of
the most talented, dedicated and inspiring
music teachers.
Children have responded by taking
up music with passion and enthusiasm.
The Dragon has an exceptional record of

inclusion and differentiation. Pupils have
access to one of over 40 different groups
and ensembles: 30 are open to all pupils and
11 pre-select groups challenge our most
able musicians. Performance opportunities
through ensemble performances, concerts,
assemblies and outreach projects further
challenge and engage.
All this is achieved in spite of limited
facilities which require staff and pupils to
solve complex organisational issues and
travel long distances to rehearsal.
We look forward to building the music
school that our staff and children deserve.

Music school Planning news
Ensuring that the new Music School meets teaching and
learning needs, satisfies the highest environmental standards
and reflects Oxford’s architectural heritage is a tricky
balancing act. We are keen to satisfy planning requirements
without compromising on the size and scope of the building.
Once planning permission is granted, we will publish
timescales for tendering and build, and launch the public
phase of the campaign. Meanwhile, we thank all our lead
donors, who have contributed over £4m to date, for their
commitment and faith in this project.
Plans may be subject to change.
Vicky Savage, Director of Music
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If you are interested
in discussing plans,
or supporting the
campaign, our Head
of Development, Jane
Pendry, would be
delighted to hear from
you. Please contact
her on jane.pendry@
dragonschool.org or on
01865 315 415.
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dragon development: securing the school’s Future
The Dragon is, without doubt, the most
wonderful place to work, full of productive
camaraderie and creative endeavour.
I was delighted to join the team
as Head of Development in
March 2014.
Our primary objective
is to raise funds for our
much needed new Dragon
Music School as well as our
transformational bursaries.
Over the past year, we have
also introduced a number of

innovations, including online booking for
our reunions and networking events and a
termly OD e-newsletter. We will be sending
a Dragon Development
e-newsletter termly from
this summer to keep you
updated with progress on
our campaigns. We are also
planning a series of Old
Dragon industry forums
where members of the Dragon
community can engage in
lively debate and discussion.

Our first event will be Arduus ad Solem:
Entrepreneurs’ Forum on Wednesday 2nd
March 2016, so do put the date in your
Diary. Details of all our forthcoming events
can be found on page 25.
I would be delighted to discuss any aspect
of Dragon development with you so do feel
free to get in touch. Otherwise, I look forward
to seeing many of you at forthcoming events.
Best wishes,
Jane Pendry
Head of Development

Transforming lives; retaining our dragon Culture
Bursaries transform children’s lives and
bursary pupils make a very significant
contribution to the Dragon.
As Deputy Head, Pastoral Care, I have
had the pleasure of helping our bursary
pupils adjust to the unique culture of the
Dragon. They have proved themselves to be
highly motivated, emotionally intelligent,

Will Baker

inspirational and full of the vibrant
enthusiasm characteristic of a Dragon.
They help us to retain the unstuffy, creative
learning environment in which our young
Dragons thrive.
With ever increasing external pressures
on fee income, maintaining the vibrant
and diverse nature of the school becomes
ever more challenging. The bursary
programme is a great help. Together with
funds raised from both parents and the
OD community - through regular and one
off donations - we are able to consistently
support up to 25 bursary pupils in the
school at any one time.
Seamus Lavan (OD 2009), a former
bursary pupil who embraced the spirit of
the Dragon explained that the “triumph
of the Dragon approach is its treatment
of each pupil as a distinct individual with
unique skills, abilities and aspirations.”
Will Baker (OD 2011), another bursary
recipient, now studying English at Oxford
University, thanked John Baugh and our
donors in a recent letter and concluded,
“Ultimately, by donating towards a bursary,

Seamus Lavan

you are investing in the life of a child. And
what better cause is there than that?”
There is no better cause, but helping
the Dragon to retain its unique spirit to the
benefit of all our pupils comes a close second.
Old Dragon donors continue to make
a big difference to each and every bursary
pupil and a big difference to the Dragon.
Mary Taylor
Deputy Head, Pastoral Care
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1983–1989 OD Reunion
The reunion for 1983–1989 Old Dragon
leavers at the Dragon on Friday 20th March
2015 achieved the highest attendance for
this generation, with 130 guests at the
dinner. Headmaster, John Baugh, spoke to
the ODs about the School now and how
the ethos of ‘robust informality and relaxed
rigour’ at the Dragon has remained very
much intact since Skipper’s day. Several
former members of staff also joined ODs
at the dinner, amongst them was guest
speaker, Chris Stuart-Clark who amused
listeners with his warm reflections on
children of the 80s learning to swim in the
River Cherwell.

“The dinner was
delicious and the wine
flowed as freely as the
conversations with
many old faces/friends
whom all had interesting
life stories to tell.”
Edward Searle, (OD 1985)

“It was really great
fun to catch up with
everyone after so long...
Thank you for an
excellent evening.”
Tom Grand, (OD 1988)

“It was a great evening
and fantastic to catch
up with people from
the past (even if hard
to recognise them
at times!). It brought
back some wonderful
memories of a very
special childhood and
made me realise how
privileged I was to
be able to attend the
School.”
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Ben Gannon, (OD 1988)

JOD Day 2015
250 Junior Old Dragons, from leaving years
2010-2014, and their parents filled the Dining
Hall on Saturday 21st March to celebrate the
2015 JOD Day. All current staff members
were present and were delighted to have
the opportunity to see their former pupils
again. John Baugh gave a warm welcome to
the ODs, and encouraged them to remain
in contact with the School throughout their
education and as they launch their careers.
JOD Days take place biennially. As
Dragons move into their new schools and
universities, they are encouraged to update
us with their news and contact details.

“Had the loveliest day at the Dragon
School. So lovely to be reunited
with friends and teachers who
mean so much.”
Imelia Taylor (OD 2012)

THE OD

Traditionally, two Old Dragons return to
the Lynam Hall on the first Friday of the
summer term to give a presentation on their
adventures, which have been supported by the
Nicholas Knatchbull Travel Fund. This year
we welcomed two more who shared inspiring
stories that contrasted with our Dragons’
everyday experience.
Emily Higgins (OD 2008), dressed in
traditional Gambian costume, gave a fascinating
talk about the five months, from January to
May 2014, she spent living and working in the
Gambia with the charity Crosslinks.
Harry Johnson (OD 1996), now working
for the UN in Rome and writing a book on
food security, travelled to Tigray in Northern
Ethiopia in October 2014 to find out more
about the tragic famine of 1983-85 as part of
his research. His talk gave an insight in to the
wonder and beauty of Ethiopia as well as the
impact of the famine.
We were delighted that three of the Fund’s
trustees were also able to attend the talks: Sam
Cook, ex-housemaster of School House and
now head of Malvern Prep; Simon Jones (OD
1978), a successful farmer and cheese producer
from Lincolnshire and Tim Knatchbull (OD
1978) the surviving twin of Nicholas and
chairman of the fund. Tim kindly spoke at

the start of the evening about how the fund
came into existence and its importance to
the Dragon School, referring to the familiar
plaque in the dining room which remembers
Nicholas Knatchbull.

If you are an OD or know of one who is
planning a great adventure, please find out
more about the NKTF grant on our website.
All ODs can apply directly to Ed Phelps via
ods@dragonschool.org
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skipper society
day 2014

new York drinks,
22nd October 2014
A wonderful time was had
meeting Old Dragons and
guests at the Roger Smith Hotel
in New York on Wednesday
22nd October. Over 30 guests
shared fond memories and
renewed old friendships over
wine and canapés. The ODs
spanned a wide range of year
groups from Matthew Southern
(OD 2004) to Professor John
Hedley-Whyte (OD 1947) and
his wife Tessa, who travelled
from Boston to attend the
occasion.
Matthew Hickman (OD
1977) is our new Dragon
Community representative
in New York with the aim of
creating a more supportive
network for all Dragon
Community members working,
living or studying in the New
York State area. He talked
to guests about the planned
Music facility. Many ODs were
interested in the project and
others pledged their support to
help make it a reality.

Every year in June, ODs and members
of the Dragon community who have
pledged legacies to the Dragon are
invited to attend the Skipper Society
Day – an annual event which welcomes
them back to the school.
This year was no exception and
on Saturday 7th June Skipper Society
Members and their guests returned to
the Dragon for a morning’s musical
entertainment in the Lynam Hall.
Fifty children, including pupils from
our Dragon Pre-Prep: Lynams and
Years 4-7, performed songs from
‘Annie Get Your Gun’ and ‘Pirates of
Penzance’. The Year 2 Lynams children
playing their violas and violins
received rapturous applause for their
wonderful efforts and there was not
a dry eye as the Dragon School Choir
sang John Rutter’s, The Lord Bless You
and Keep You.
A delicious lunch with the
Headmaster followed the concert
and enabled Skipper members an
opportunity to hear about the School’s
future plans and latest achievements.

Think like an artist
150 parents, former parents and Old Dragons
attended the Dragon London Lecture on
Thursday 30 April. Will Gompertz, the BBC’s
charismatic Arts Editor, entertained Old
Dragons, parents and staff with his thoughtprovoking talk based on his forthcoming
book, Think Like an Artist, in the elegant
Art Deco lecture theatre of the Royal British
Institute of Architects, London.
A drinks reception was held in the
theatre foyer which was decorated with a
creative display of spring flowers. Two brief
performances demonstrated Dragon pupils’
creative progression and set the tone for
Will’s talk: The E Block Horn Trio played
a hymn tune and March for Three Dragons,
specially composed for them and The
Dragon Saxophone Quartet played three
challenging pieces.
Will’s very witty and entertaining talk
focused on the lessons we can learn from
great artists as diverse as Rubens, Picasso,
Bridget Riley, Damien Hirst and Theaster
Gates. He concluded that great artists are
entrepreneurial, focused and continually
seeking out inspiration. They take ideas from
the past and rework and reinvent them to
create something new. Will hypothesised that
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a new Creative Class is evolving out of the
technical revolution and therefore nurturing
creativity will become essential for our
young Dragons’ future success.

Think Like an Artist will be published on
16 July 2015 and Will be selling and signing
copies at the next Dragon Sale.

1933
Henry Disney has produced a new
book of poetry, Come What May.

1940
In 2013 David Cairns was made
Commandeur de l’Ordre des
Arts et des Lettres, by the French
Minister of Culture (having
previously been an Officier).
1944
Tim May (TD, CBE) has recently
retired as Inspiration, and
Vice-Chairman, of the recentlyopened Soldiers of Oxfordshire
Museum in Woodstock.
1946
Charles Stisted writes, ‘I sailed
to the Bahamas and then to
Maryland with my beloved
wife Felicity in the late 60s and
ended up settling on a farm in
Maryland, to raise children and
horses. After the recent passing
of my wife I have been writing
an autobiography and have
enjoyed discovering the Dragon
School website.’
1948
James Stevenson writes, ‘In
November 2012 I rescued a
very early Mark One Triumph
Stag, first registered in August
1970. The car was fit for the
scrap heap, so much so that rust
threatened to break it into two
half-stags. Restoration by local
specialists started in 2013. I am
also quite an early model myself
(1934).
In April 2013 my own
restoration started when I was
diagnosed as suffering from
lung cancer. Thanks to first class
treatment by NHS doctors and
nurses at Derriford Hospital in
Plymouth my condition has been
stabilized and I’m feeling great.

Work on my Stag was also
successful, it drives (and sounds)
like a happy dream and now
we’re ready to go. Was it Henry
the Fifth who said, “I see you
stand like greyhounds in the
slips, straining upon the start, the
game’s afoot.” Hardly straining but
both car and owner are ready for
a bit of an outing, so how about
a 2000 mile challenge - a drive
from my Devon home to Lands
End, then to John O’Groats and
back home again? My son Henry
(another OD) thinks it’s a good
idea; he’ll be my companion,
navigator and co-driver. We hope
to photograph a few landmarks
on the way: Lands End, Plymouth
Hoe, Blenheim Palace, Bletchley
Park and a few other interesting
sights along the way. No, we
won’t be breaking any records,
just a leisurely ten-day jaunt from
15-25 June. We hope to raise a
modest sum for Cancer Research
UK www.justgiving.com/jamesstevenson-triumph
1948
Richard Sorabji was knighted in
the Queen’s Birthday Honours
2014 for services to Philosophical
Scholarship.
1951
Ian Senior has written Time and
Energy - Why both are running out

1967
In August 2014 Jeremy Cosmo
Davies moved to Kilifi in Kenya,
taking his furniture making
business with him. He writes,
“There are a number of very
talented Africans who would
welcome the opportunity to
join an apprentice scheme to
learn about design, making
and developing a business.
Quite happy to take the plunge
and see what happens. Time
to give something back. I shall
be living in Kilifi on the coast,
north of Mombasa.” www.
jeremycosmodavies.co.uk
1968
Philip Donald has been living in
Chile and Argentina since 1993.

1961
In 2013 Tim Cawkwell produced
a revised edition of his book The
New Filmgoer’s Guide to God.
Originally published in 2004,
this new edition explores the way
religious narrative has produced a
number of masterpieces from such
major film-makers as Bresson,
Dreyer, Rossellini, Tarkovsky,
but also to reflect on the way the
core ideas of Christianity such
as salvation, martyrdom and
redemption continue to surface
in films.
In 2013 he set up his own
imprint, Sforzinda Books, as an
outlet for his publishing. From
1998 to 2005, he was Chapter
Steward of Norwich Cathedral.

1970
Hugo Rittson-Thomas has a
new book, ‘Secret Gardens of
the Cotswolds’ and features
Hugo’s photography alongside a
wonderfully written history of
20 exclusive Cotswold gardens
by the renowned garden writer,
Victoria Summerley.

1972
Cressida Dick, QPM Assistant
Commissioner, Metropolitan
Police Service was awarded a CBE
in the 2015 New Years Honours
list, for services to Policing.

1955
In August 2014 Edmund Wigram
published his first book in Italian
in Italy, Il Tredicesimo Discepolo
or The Thirteenth Disciple in
English.
1956
Richard Stanley-Baker writes,
‘I am presently retired and living
in Zhuhai, Guangdong province.
All the very best to all of you.’

1961
On 31st December 2013 Simon
Tatton-Brown retired as Vicar of
St Andrew’s, Chippenham.
1966
Frederick Alden writes, ‘I have
lived in Bournemouth for over 35
years and am just retiring from
my business. I re-married in 2006
and continue to enjoy sailing,
both racing and cruising.’

1976
Tom Marriott lives in Suffolk with
his wife, three children and two
dogs. He plays hockey and real
tennis in the national league. His
son Arthur went to the Dragon
as did his niece Lily. His nephew
Sam is still there.
He runs a company which
manufactures, supplies and
erects eco sustainable commercial
and residential buildings
www.timberworkseurope.com
1977
Victoria Cooper (Pryor) is living
in Suffolk with her family as a
self-employed artist.
www.vickywest.co.uk
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1960
Neurosurgeon Henry Marsh
published his book, ‘Do No
Harm: Stories of Life, Death and
Brain Surgery’ in 2014.
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1978
Tom Piper, Theatre Designer and
designer of the Tower Poppies
display was awarded an MBE in
the 2015 New Years Honours list
for services to Theatre and First
World War Commemorations.
1980
Poppy Elizabeth Rushworth,
daughter to Rebecca and Paul
Rushworth was born November
2012.
1982
Brent Hoberman was awarded
a CBE in the 2015 New Years
Honours for services to
Entrepreneurship.
1984
Geoffrey Stanford has been
appointed Deputy Head
Co-Curriculum at Sevenoaks
School having spent nearly six
years as a boarding Housemaster
and Head of Economics and
Business at Pangbourne College.

this by training local community
members as child and youth
care workers and surf lifesavers
in communities with no history
of ocean culture and limited
child protection services. It is
supported by Comic Relief,
the Laureus Sport for Good
Foundation and has won Tim
an Ashoka fellowship.
On the 26th July, Tim
and founding member Apish
Tshetsha are flying to London
to take part in the 3rd annual
Stand up for Good challenge, in
support of Waves for Change.
The event is a Stand Up Paddle
festival for all level of paddler
with an after party sponsored
by Harbour Beer. A 26 mile
marathon is the challenge for the
more adventurous, with a mass
participation short course for
the new-comer. www.waves-forchange.org

1995
Naji Abu Nowar (OD 1995)
1985
and Rupert Lloyd (OD 1994) are
James Schall is, in addition to
thrilled to announce that the
salaried work, Head of Marketing
multi-award winning Jordanian
for Oxford City Stars Ice Hockey
feature film, THEEB, will be
team and Ambassador for Video
released across the UK on the 14
Games Charity, ‘Special Effect’.
AUGUST. THEEB, directed and
co-written by Naji Abu Nowar,
1988
made its World Premiere debut
Alexander Swanson has had a 10
at the 71st Venice Film Festival
year career as an infantry officer,
and won the Orizzonti Award for
followed by a stint in private security Best Director. “We spent a year
in the Middle East. He was part of
living and working in Wadi Rum
the management team providing
with the last settled Bedouin
security for the Olympic Park and is tribe in Jordan. They were our
now running his own consultancy
cast, we developed script with
offering risk management and
them, they built our props and
security design advice. He lives in
found our locations. All the
Berkshire, and is married to Emma
music for the film was based on
with two children.
traditional Bedouin melodies, so
they really are the co-authors of
1989
the film and not the subjects. It is
Michael Wiluan has been
rare to have a UK release for an
nominated Chairman of the
Arabic language film, so it is very
Singapore International Film
important that we try to make
Festival.
the most of this opportunity.”
1991
www.facebook.com/TheebFilm
Jessica Taylor, daughter to Beth
Taylor (Woodeson) and Ben Taylor
was born 10 September 2013.
1992
Alexander Verey is Head of English
at Sunningdale Prep School. His
first child, Otto Verey was born
towards the end of 2014.
1995
Tim Conibear is the founder
and director of the multi-award
winning Waves for Change Surf
Therapy initiative.
Waves for Change provides
surf therapy programmes to
victims of violence and abuse
in South Africa’s most unstable
township communities. It does
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1996
In 2014 Jasper Hadman (OD 1996)
and Tom Badham-Thornhill walked
for ten days along the historic
Hamilton Road from Erbil, to
the Iranian border. They spoke to
people they met about the horrors
of the genocide under Saddam
Hussein and their thoughts on the
current situation in the region under
the Kurdish government. They are
producing a documentary which
will explore the region and its people
from a unique personal perspective.
www.roadthroughkurdistan.com
1996
Reddy Vikash is pursuing a PhD
in Education Policy at Teachers
College, Columbia University in
New York.
1997
Zara Crockett walked the Camino
de Santiago in May 2015 to raise
funds for Barts Charity where
her brother Jason (OD 1994) was
treated. www.justgiving.com/
zaracrockett
1997
Dominic Gordon is in the
process of launching his new
business in The Lake District
offering exclusive, luxury selfcatering accommodation. www.
waternookonullswater.com
2001
Lucy Eaton (Evans) is now a
professional actress, and runs
her own theatre company called
Go People. She writes, “We have
a business branch which offers
Private Theatre. This is a service
in which we bring a group of
players to a host’s home, and
perform a professional standard
production in their very own
living room, for the enjoyment
of the host and their guests.’
www.wearegopeople.com
2001
Robin Stevens has been awarded
Waterstones 2015 winner of best
young fiction with her debut novel,
Murder Most Unladylike.
2002
Freda Gye is a teacher at Pinewood
School. She will become co-Head
of English in September 2015.
2011
In 2014 Alexander Radkovskiy
was selected for the Kent County
Junior A shooting team (smallbore
.22 target rifle).
2011
Charles Innes is studying for
his A levels at Milton Abbey. He
is developing a keen interest in
photography and plays for the
2nd XI at football.

2011
Bronwen Thomson is currently
studying at Oundle School in
Lower Sixth.
She has completed her AS level
exams and has decided to take a
gap year during 2016/17.She enjoys
teaching and working with children
and would like to find a school
which takes gap year students in a
similar way to the Dragon.
If there are any ODs with
connections to schools in South
Africa or particularly Australia
she would be very grateful to hear
more about them. Please contact
the OD Office with any info:
ods@dragonschool.org
2012
Christian Deverall is continuing
to perform on stage at Sevenoaks
School - Les Miserables was a big
production that he enjoyed. He is
developing a jazz songs repetoire
and continues playing the trumpet.
He is in the Chess team (1st) and
also in the tennis squad (a’s) and
football (A/B).
2013
Edward McEvedy is at Rugby
School and is making the most of
the sports opportunities that are
on offer. He has played against
several other ODs in neighbouring
schools. He has taken part in the
D of E expedition; performed in
two school plays and skied on the
annual ski trip.
2013
Last September many ODs, current
Dragons, parents and staff cycled
through the villages near Islip in
memory of Felix Byam Shaw. The
cycle ride was a testament to the
high esteem in which he was held
by all who knew him.
Last year’s cycle ride raised a
large amount for the Meningitis
Research Foundation and this year
his friends would like to repeat
a similar event on Sunday 6th
September in aid of The Felix Byam
Shaw Foundation.
This year Jane, Justin and Dan
would like the bike ride to be in aid
of The Felix Byam Shaw Foundation
which they have set up to create and
support social projects which reflect
Felix’s interests and values.
The Foundation website is: www.
felixbyamshawfoundation.org.
The first of the projects, Felix’s
Food Bank, in association with
the Evening Standard and the
Independent newspapers, will
address acute food poverty and food
wastage in London and Liverpool.
For information about the
Foundation please contact info@
felixbyamshawfoundation.org

Obituaries
Deaths
Sir John Mott
(OD 1935) on 15th
May 2015

Bradden Young
(OD 1988) on
4th July 2014

Hazel (Atkinson)
Roberts (OD 1947)
on 20th March 2015

Anthony Pullinger
“Pully” on 26th June
2014. Former staff
member 1972 - 2002

Peter Retey (OD 1938)
on 18th March 2015
Sir Robert Wade-Gery
(OD 1937) on
16th February 2015
Thomas Lloyd-Jones
on 6th February 2015
Florrie Molan (Former
Staff) on
11th December 2014
David Firth (OD 1946)
on 22nd November
2014
Professor Jon
Stallworthy (OD
1948) on 19th
November 2014
Allen Kelso (Former
Staff) on 17th October
2014
Philippa Kingsbury
(former staff) in
October 2014
Charles Gillett
(OD 1944) on
20th September 2014
Simon Sinclair
(OD 1965) on 5th
September 2014
Mary (Butler) Topham
(Former Staff) on
1st September 2014
Peter Hopkirk (OD
1944) on 22nd
August 2014
Christopher Isaac (OD
1991) on
11th August 2014
Felix Byam-Shaw
(OD 2013) on
19th July 2014
Peter Barclay
(OD 1936) on
17th July 2014
Andrew Whiteley
(OD 1960)
on 7th July 2014

Basil McCall
(OD 1926) on
17th June 2014
James Wilson
(OD 1932) on
1st June 2014
Admiral Sir Hugo
White (OD 1953)
on 1st June 2014
Professor David
Armstrong (OD 1939)
on 13th May 2014
John Walmsley
(OD 1959) on
4th April 2014
Anthony Atkinson
(OD 1943) on
3rd April 2014
Mark Webster
(OD 1956) on
20th March 2014
Edward Ross-Hurst
(OD 1965) on
1st March 2014
Julian Mitchell
(OD 1946) on
1st March 2014
Donald Helm
(OD 1945) on
25th February 2014
Andrew Gulland
(OD 1946) on
22nd January 2014
Christopher RittsonThomas (OD 1940)
on 21st January 2014
John Wattam-Bell
(OD 1966) on
30th December 2013
Nick Prater (OD 1961)
on 24th December
2013
Dickon Lush
(OD 1983) on
1st December 2013

Felix Byam Shaw (OD 2013)
Felix, like many younger Dragon siblings,
was part of the fabric of the school
before he even arrived there. He was very
observant and picked up quickly what the
School was about. When his time came in
2004, he never looked back.
From ‘Jesus’s Birthday Party’, the
Reception Year Nativity Play, to the
final relay race on Dragon Sports Day
in July last year, he displayed the gift
for friendship that only truly comes
from within. Over the nine years that he
spent in the playgrounds of Lynams and
Bardwell Road, other children would
naturally gravitate towards him.
Children are very discerning. They
know when someone makes them feel
good through their presence; they know
with whom they feel safe and in whose
company they never feel judged. Above all,
they know in whom they can place their
trust. This is not something that you can
teach a child; it is something they develop
for themselves. Felix developed his gift
beyond all measure. His peer group was
attracted to his innate kindness, his vitality
and impish sense of humour. He always

seemed so happy in his thoughts and in
himself. He cared deeply for the feelings of
others and they cared deeply for him.
Indeed, it was this ability to understand
others that made him so loved by his
team-mates when it came to his most
treasured of school pursuits: sport. Felix
was a sportsman for all seasons. In schools
the size of the Dragon and Eton, being
selected to play for a first team is no easy
task. To be in the first team for rugby and
football and be captain of cricket at the
Dragon, is a dream for many a child. To do
so at Eton too, where there are even more
players to choose between, is an enormous
achievement and to play with distinction
and captain Oxfordshire at cricket proves
that his talents were noticed way beyond
his schools’ gates.
Felix loved sport. It wasn’t just that he
was a natural at it - he was top run and
goal scorer in his final year at the Dragon
and met with similar success at Eton, the
Summertown Stars and Oxfordshire - it
was also because it allowed him to express
who he was. Sport can be a window into a
personality and this was true for Felix; he
used brain, not brawn, and flair, style and
composure over exhibitions of power. He
led both school and Oxfordshire sides not
just because he contributed runs, wickets,
tries and goals but because coaches knew
that he could draw out the best from
others around him.
As Felix moved from the banks of the
Cherwell to the playing fields of Eton
in September 2013, he quickly made a
large impression on his new community
and any anxieties about leaving Oxford
soon disappeared. Just as they had at the
Dragon, friends orbited around him. He
was getting a taste for all that the next
few years could offer as well as a desire to
advance the fortunes of his House in any
way he could.
It is difficult to comprehend that this
most quintessential of schoolboys is no
longer with us to enjoy it all as he should.
Felix was, in short, exceptional.
We thank him for all that he gave us.
Excerpt from the eulogy at Felix’s Memorial
Service held at Christ Church Cathedral,
given by Mark White (OD 1978 and Deputy
Headmaster)
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Hugo White (OD 1953)
Admiral Sir Hugo White, GCB CBE,
Commander-in-Chief Fleet 1992-95 and
Governor of Gibraltar 1995-97 died peacefully
at his home on 1st June 2014, aged 74.
Hugo Moresby White was born in
Torquay, the son of a colonial officer in
Nigeria. After the Dragon he went on to
Pangbourne Nautical College where he
became cadet-captain, and then on to
Britannia Royal Naval College. He joined the
submarine services in 1960. His first ship was
the frigate Blackpool in which he saw action
during the Kuwait crisis of 1961.
In 1971 he was selected for the training
staff at Dartmouth and was Commander
Submarine Sea Training in 1973. Between
years 1975-1977 he became commanding
officer of the frigate HMS Salisbury, which
took part in the bitter ‘cod war’ dispute
with Iceland.
Having proved himself a man of action
he was appointed Captain, Naval Plans 197880, where he was responsible for dealing
with war plans and in peace time, battling
Treasury cutback plans.
In 1980 Hugo was appointed commanding
officer of the Type 21 frigate Avenger and
became Captain of the 4th Frigate Squadron
(so-named Fighting Fourth) in 1981. Avenger
was in dock in the UK when the Falklands
conflict broke out in 1982 but maintenance
work was hurried up and the ship headed
south, at an average speed of 28 knots,
reaching the battle group in May after an
8000 mile journey. Avenger narrowly missed
several Exocet missiles launched by the
Argentine Air Force and in June Hugo went
to the West Falklands where he accepted the
surrender of Argentine forces at Fox Bay.
In 1987 Hugo was promoted to Flag
Officer Third Flotilla and Commander of
the Anti Submarine Warfare Striking Force.
He became Vice Admiral in 1991 and in
1992 was promoted Admiral and became
Commander-in-Chief Fleet. In retired from
the Royal Navy in 1997 following a two year
appointment as Governor of Gibraltar. He
was awarded the CBE in 1985, a KCB in 1991
and a GCB in 1995.
In 2002 Hugo suffered a fall which
resulted in a serious head injury. His gradual
recovery was aided by his wife Josephine ‘Jo’
Mary Lorimer née Pedler.
Hugo White is survived by his wife and
their two sons.
Admiral Sir Hugo White was born 22nd
October 1939 and died 1st June 2014.
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Admiral Sir Hugo White (OD 1953)
Hugo and I were friends from when we
arrived in Plums at No.6 Bardwell Road
in September 1948. We moved up the
forms together ending in Upper 2A with
Joc. We were in the 1952 rugger team
winning all our matches (members of
which still meet regularly).
We both joined the Royal Navy though
Hugo went into submarines while I stayed
on the surface so we did not meet often.
He achieved great rank but remained the
same friendly, unpompous character I
knew from school.
On retirement he sailed with me and
we would reminisce about our Dragon
days; as we did after his accident through
photographs and memories of escapades
on our holidays at Daymer Bay in
Cornwall with Joc and other masters.
I am fortunate to have known Hugo for
so long: a great man and a good chum.
Captain Jake Backus (OD 1953)

Dickon Robert Gort Lush (OD 1983)
Dragon School: 1977-1983. Winchester
College 1983-1988 (awarded Duncan Prize
for Mathematics, Captain of shooting).
Oxford University (Wadham College)
1988 - 1994: Mathematics (BA) and
Computation (MSc). Many will remember
Dickon for his gift as a mathematician.
After Oxford, he continued his research
at the Humboldt University in Berlin, and
then returned to do his PhD at Bristol.
His work on Finitary Geometry earned
him deep respect from his peers and his
tutors. He received a commendation from
his examiner and influenced those who
studied after him, including Professor
Richard Pettigrew: “Dickon had brilliant and
ingenious mathematical ideas that helped
me along throughout my thesis; but he also
took the more pastoral side seriously. In
fact, I think some of the most encouraging
things that anyone has said to me about my
mathematical work came from Dickon. He
was exceptionally generous with his praise –
yet sparing enough that you felt that he really
meant it; little was said for effect.”
Dickon struggled with addiction
throughout his life. He heroically overcame
the ravages of heroin, twice. Despite this, he
focused his energy on others. He volunteered
for Oxfam and he was a mentor for those
suffering similar drug addictions and for
vulnerable young people with housing needs.
He married Katherine Mayberry in 2004.
They had two sons, Henry and Alexander,
to whom he was devoted. Dickon was a
polymath: an eccentric bridge player, fanatical
about computer games (teaching Conrad
Wolfram’s mother, a philosophy don at Lady
Margaret Hall, how to master Defender and
Dare Devil Dennis), a talented pianist, a

bushido and yoga enthusiast, and an ordained
Zen Bodhisattva.
He could also juggle five balls. He was a
loyal friend, highly entertaining, generous,
and exuberant. He loved life and he loved
living. A real Dragon.
By Daniel Tarshish (OD 1982)

Mark Webster (OD 1956)
Mark William Webster was born on June
3rd 1943 in Shawford, Hampshire, only
child of Gillian (née Hartland-Mahon) and
RAF Squadron Leader Harry Webster, and
died March 20th 2014 in Zürich. A few
months after his birth, his father’s plane went
down near the Azores with no survivors,
presumably hit by a German U-boat. His
family, on both sides, had travelled widely and
served in India. Mark was especially drawn
to Tibet and Tibetan Buddhism, entranced
by tales told by a cousin who had lived in the
Kulu valley and been friends with Nicholas
Roerich. So after the Dragon School and
Stowe, and before New College, he spent six
months near Almora in 1961, first teaching at
the Doone school in Dehra Dun. Among the
many interesting people he met there were
Chögyam Trungpa, recently escaped from
Tibet, and Krishna Prem, an English Hindu
saint. His impressions of this period remained
a strong influence throughout his life. It was a
great disappointment to him that he was not
allowed to study Tibetan at Oxford, but had
to settle for History. After university he taught
English in London, trained as an Alexander
teacher with Patrick MacDonald and Peter
Scott and became a skilled potter.
In 1973, Mark was offered a position
teaching the Alexander Technique to young
actors at the Zürich Schauspielakademie and
relocated to Switzerland with his first wife
and young son. He taught at the acting school
for 35 years, as well as teaching English at the
Kantonsschule Wiedikon. He was a founding
member of the first Alexander Teachers
Society in Switzerland and was its president
from 1981-1988. During the eighties he
travelled to Canada for several months
each year to train Alexander teachers with
Richard Ayreton in Vancouver. Travel was
in his blood, and he always seemed at home
in whatever corner of the world he was in,
never failing to have a good conversation with
whomever he met. Mark remained a spiritual
seeker and a Buddhist throughout his life with
a great interest in and knowledge of all forms
of personal development.
The diagnosis of a brain tumour two years
ago did not stop a rich life, full of friendship
and travel to the end. He is survived by his
second wife Robin, his
first wife, the mother of his daughter, 2
children, 2 step-children, 3 grandchildren and
many friends.
By Robin Möckli Webster

Travers Cosgrove was an Army officer who
was awarded an MC in Germany in 1945.
He later worked at British Rail where he
improved safety standards and luggage
handling systems.
John Travers Cosgrove was born in 1920
in British Columbia. He joined the Dragon
in 1929 and continued on to Marlborough
before going up to Imperial College, London
to read Civil Engineering. From there he
went on to work for the London & North
Eastern Railway for two years before joining
the Corps of Royal Engineers.
On March 4 1945, Travers was a sapper
officer, serving with 244 Field Company RE
(244 FCRE) and taking part in 53rd (Welsh)
Division’s advance on Wesel. He was ordered
to go to Issum, where on arrival he came
under heavy artillery fire. The RE officer
who had been given the task of laying a
bridge became a casualty and was evacuated.
Travers successfully took control of the
direction of armoured bulldozers for three
hours, and in spite of intense mortar and
shell fire, the bridge was built. His initiative
and courage resulted in him being awarded
an Immediate MC.
In 1946 Travers was demobilised and
returned to work for the LNER. In 1962,
after a period for working other railway
lines, he became the Materials Handling
Officer for British Railways until 1976. In
this role he introduced a line of luggage
trolleys and cages for the parcel service
and in later years created a series of safety
measures for railway lines, including the
implementation of the yellow line used on
all platforms to indicate a safe distance from
a platform edge.
In retirement, he helped restore and
reopen the Keith & Dufftown Railway,
Morayshire, and also worked with people
with disabilities to help them live full lives.
Travers Cosgrove is survived by his wife
Elizabeth (Betty) Davidson and his two
daughters.
Travers Cosgrove, born 9th October 1920,
died 27th December 2013

Christopher Rittson-Thomas
(OD 1940)
Christopher Rittson-Thomas was a very
sporting man, reaching high standards with
many sports on his CV. He was one of the
early starters at wind surfing and the Malibu
surf board at Saunton in North Devon, he
loved high diving especially from on high at
Monte Carlo, he played rugby three times for
England, as well as many games for Oxford
University. He went down the Cresta Run 85
times, skied regularly and biked locally, even
going to the length of biking with gumboots,
fearful of a dog attack.

He climbed Kilimanjaro at 60 and the
Matterhorn at 65. He studied Law at Trinity
College, Oxford and he kept fit and was very
proud of his body.
Christopher was married to Silvie
Fleming, our mum for 36 years and they were
a dashing couple. Silvie loved her family and
they made a great combination. They loved
the annual visits to Black Mount in Scotland
and he was a keen rifle and fisherman.
By the Rittson-Thomas family
Husband of the late Silvie, father of Michael,
Hugo and Rupert. Christopher RittsonThomas born 18th December 1926, died 21st
January 2014.

Jon Stallworthy (OD 1948)
Jon Stallworthy was one of England’s most
admired poets and scholars, and for many
years a central and leading figure at Wolfson
College, Oxford.
Born 18th January 1935, he attended the
Dragon between 1941 – 1948. He went on to
Rugby and then to Magdalen College, Oxford
to study English Literature. He became
poetry editor at Oxford University press, a
professor of Literature at Cornell University
and from 1986 a Reader and Professor of
English Literature and finally acting president
of Wolfson College, Oxford. He was a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Literature and of the
British Academy.
During Jon’s first summer term at the
Dragon, he wrote a sonnet on the subject,
“Procrastination is the Thief of Time” as
a punishment exercise. Headmaster Joc
Lynam’s response was very encouraging and
this became a pivotal moment in legitimising
his ambition to become a poet.
Jon Stallworthy spent his retirement at
the village of Old Marston, near Oxford.
In 1960, he married Gillian Meredith (née
Waldock), who died in 2013. He is survived
by their three children, Jonathan, Nicolas
and Pippa.
Jon Stallworthy, born 18th January 1935,
died 19th November 2014

Anthony ‘Pully’ Pullinger
(Former staff 1972–2002)
On the cricket staff between 1950 and
1953, in the days before the M.C.C. Young
Professionals played regularly as an eleven,
Tony Pullinger became a P.E. teacher at
Sebright School, Wolverley in 1956, serving
as master-of-games until the school closed in
1970. After two years at Heathfield School,
he then joined the Dragon School where,
until his retirement in 1996, he was masterin-charge of cricket and head of P.E.

President of the Oxfordshire C.A.
for fifteen years – the county’s Twenty20
competition is named after him – he was
also a vice-president of the Oxfordshire
Cricket Umpires’ Association, having
stood in 84 matches in the Minor Counties
Championship between 1964 and 1978. He
frequently umpired in the Minor Counties’
match against the touring team and, in
1968, stood in the Gillette Cup Semi-Final
between Sussex and Gloucestershire.
A right-arm seam bowler and middleorder batsman who had spent three years
in the William Ellis School XI, captaining
them in 1958, Pullinger played for the
Cryptics, the South Oxford Amateurs and
the Brasenose Strollers. He played fifteen
matches for M.C.C. between 1978 and 1986,
taking 5 for 21 v. Magdalene College School
in 1981, and 5 for 10 against St. Benedict’s in
the following year.
A regular coach at the M.C.C. Easter
coaching classes, Pullinger strongly believed
that bowling should be designed on the basis
that the batsman had to be outwitted. “Use
the width of the crease”, “vary your pace” and
“don’t try to do too much with the ball” were
drilled in to youngsters who came under
his instruction. With passion and energy,
Pullinger changed many an average bowler
into a pretty good one, and he symbolised
the spirit of cricket in everything he did.
Anthony Pullinger died 20th June 2014,
aged 74.
By kind permission of Marylebone
Cricket Club

Florrie Molan
(Former Staff 1937–1985)
Florrie Molan started work at the Dragon,
on the domestic side of School House at the
age of 17 in 1937. She married Paddy two
years later and looked after Joc Lynam and
Keith Ingram for 48 years until 1985. She
and Paddy retired to their homeland in
Ebbw Vale. Paddy died some 10 years ago
and Florrie shortly moved into a Nursing
home in Tredega, where she had regular
visits from great nephews and nieces. She
had Alzheimer’s for some years and died
peacefully last week.
Florrie talked often and happily with
her family of her days at the Dragon. The
particular memory of Florrie that sticks
in my mind is seeing her scrubbing the
front steps of School House every day.
Her permanent Dragon Memorial is to be
found in “Florrie’s Pantry” in School House,
opposite the old kitchens.
By Robin Houghton
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OD Merchandise
OD merchandise items are available to purchase directly from the OD Office
or via the OD website at www.dragonschool.org/community

Ties

Bow Ties

1. Old Dragon tie, polyester £11.99

3. Old Dragon bow tie, polyester, adjustable £12.99

2. Old Dragon tie, silk £34.99

4. Old Dragon bow tie, silk, adjustable £26.99

Contact Us
The OD Office
Tel: +44(0)1865 315416
Email: ods@dragonschool.org
Bardwell Road, Oxford, OX2 6SS
The Development Office
Tel: +44(0)1865 315417
Email: development@dragonschool.org
Bardwell Road, Oxford, OX2 6SS
Join us on our Facebook page:
Dragon School Old Dragons
Join us on our LinkedIn page:
Dragon School: Old Dragons

Cufflinks and Brooches

Follow us on Twitter:
@thedragonschool
Visit us online at:
www.dragonschool.org
www.dragonschool.org/community
If you know of any ODs who have not
received this magazine who you think
would like to do so, please forward their
details to us.
Contact the Editor at
victoria.humble-white@dragonschool.org

5. Old Dragon solid silver
cufflinks £59.00

6. Old Dragon solid
silver brooch £49.00

Make your way around a unique board
featuring Dragon landmarks and icons;
play with game cards and currency that
reflects the life and traditions of the school.
Attractively presented in its own Dragon
edition box, the game is a splendid gift or
keepsake for a Dragon of any age. Contact
the OD Office to purchase your set.

THE OD

Once a Dragon, always a Dragon
members of the Dragon Community.
We are always delighted to welcome back
our ODs and love to hear from you. Please
keep us up to date with your contact details

using our update form on our website.
Development, Alumni Relations and
Marketing are all based in The Lodge, above
the School Reception.

Who We Are:

Victoria HumbleWhite, Alumni Officer:
organises diverse social
and sporting events, most
particularly two year
group reunions a year. She
writes and produces ‘The
OD’ and manages the
OD webpages and social
media sites for the ODs.
victoria.humble-white@
dragonschool.org

Jane Pendry, Head of
Development: works with
John Baugh, Headmaster,
on all fundraising
campaigns. The current
focus is a planned Music
School facility and our
bursary campaign. She
is also responsible for
community engagement
working with Victoria.
jane.pendry@
dragonschool.org

Holly Paterson,
Development
Officer: manages all
Development and
Marketing events and
communications.
holly.paterson@
dragonschool.org

Michael Wright,
Database Officer:
manages on the alumni
database, implementing
improvements and
updates.
michael.wright@
dragonschool.org

Claire Austin, Marketing
Communications
Officer: manages school
publications such as
Dragons Today and the
Draconian.
claire.austin@
dragonschool.org

Diary Dates 2015/16
2015
The Dragon WW1
Commemoration
Sunday 6th September
(3.00–6.00pm Open Day to
Oxford public and Dragon
Community)
7.00pm, Lecture by Anthony
Seldon, Public Schools
and The Great War
Monday 7th September
(3.00–6.00pm Old Dragons
and their Families)
7.00pm, Lecture by
Desmond Devitt, Skipper’s War

Open Morning
Saturday 19th September –
by appointment only. If you
know of any families interested
in the Dragon please do
encourage them to contact
the Admissions Office to arrange
an appointment:
admissions@dragonshool.org

New York Drinks
October half term (ODs, former
and current parents welcome)
Open Morning
Saturday 10th October –
by appointment only. If you
know of any families interested
in the Dragon please do
encourage them to contact
the Admissions Office to
arrange an appointment:
admissions@dragonshool.org
OD Golf Day
14th October, The Addington
Golf Club

Headmaster’s visit to Hong
Kong, Tokyo and Singapore
The China Club, Hong Kong
13th October, 2015
Tanglin Club, Singapore
20th October, 2015
Current parents, prospective
parents and ODs are welcome
to attend. For further
information and if you know
any prospective families who
might like to meet the Dragon
during John and Wendy Baugh’s
visit, please contact Holly
Paterson for more information:
events@dragonschool.org

Dragon London Drinks - for
prospective boarding families
Thursday 12th November 2015
events@dragonschool.org

2016
Arduus Ad Solem: Dragon
Entrepreneurs
Drinks and Q&A session
Wednesday 2nd March, London
Spring Concert, Cadogan Hall
Thursday 21st March
(Dragon Community)
Pre 1950s OD Reunion Dinner
Wednesday 23rd March
OD Golf Day
Frilford Golf Course, April
Skipper Day
Saturday 11th June
(Skipper Society Members
and their guests)
1990s OD Reunion Dinner
Tuesday 6th September
Dinner at Lords
Cricket Ground
Friday 30th September

We would be delighted to support any OD wishing to organise a regional or overseas event, or would like to hear from anyone
wishing to support one of our planned Arduus ad Solem Industry Forums. We are looking at organising forums with themes such
as Creative Arts, Science & Technology and Finance & Banking. Please contact Victoria Humble-White: ods@dragonschool.org
The website is updated regularly as dates and venue locations become confirmed. www.dragonschool.org/old-dragons/events
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OD & Development office

The Dragon school embraces Old Dragons,
Junior Old Dragons, former staff and
former parents, as well as current parents
and grandparents, all of whom are valued
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